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Mutual Funds: Your Money, Your Choice ... Take Control Now and Build Wealth WiselyPearson Education, 2002
Mutual Funds: Your Money, Your Choice gives you  an unvarnished look at both the positives and the negatives of mutual fund  investing: the real risks, the real costs, the real tax issues, and the real  returns. Simply and clearly, without complicated charts or equations, top  investment researcher Charles P. Jones...
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Process Improvement Essentials: CMMI, Six SIGMA, and ISO 9001O'Reilly, 2006
Today, technology has become too much a part of overall corporate success for its effectiveness to be left to chance.  The stakes are too high.  Fortunately, the idea of 'quality management' is being reinvigorated. In the last decade process programs have become more and more prevalent. And, out of all the available options,...
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Gravitation (Physics Series)W. H. Freeman, 1973
This is a textbook on gravitation physics (Einstein's "general relativity" or "geometrodynamics"). It supplies two tracks through the subject. The first track is focused on the key physical ideas. It assumes, as mathematical prerequisite, only vector analysis and simple partial-differential equations. It is suitable for a...
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New Trends in Optimal Filtering and Control for Polynomial and Time-Delay Systems (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2008
Although the general optimal solution of the filtering problem for nonlinear state and observation equations confused with white Gaussian noises is given by the Kushner equation for the conditional density of an unobserved state with respect to observations (see [48] or [41], Theorem 6.5, formula (6.79) or [70], Subsection 5.10.5, formula...
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Analytical Mechanics of Space Systems (AIAA Education)American Institute of Aeronautics, 2003

	KINEMATICS is a branch of dynamics that studies aspects of motion apart from considerations of masses and forces. Essentially, Kinematics is a collection of vector/matrix methods to describe positions, velocities and accelerations of particles and rigid bodies, as viewed from various reference frames. The sub-eld of Particle Kinematics...
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Practical Scientific Computing (Woodhead Publishing in Mathematics)Woodhead Publishing, 2011

	Scientific computing is about developing mathematical models, numerical

	methods and computer implementations to study and solve real problems in science,

	engineering, business and even social sciences. Mathematical modeling requires

	deep understanding of classical numerical methods. There are a number of

	commercial and open...
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Reinforcement Learning and Approximate Dynamic Programming for Feedback ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Modern day society relies on the operation of complex systems including aircraft, automobiles,

	electric power systems, economic entities, business organizations, banking

	and finance systems, computer networks, manufacturing systems, and industrial processes,

	Decision and control are responsible for ensuring that these systems perform...
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Fundamentals of Global Positioning System Receivers: A Software Approach (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
All the expert guidance you need to understand, build, and operate GPS receivers
The Second Edition of this acclaimed publication enables readers to understand and apply the complex operation principles of global positioning system (GPS) receivers. Although GPS receivers are widely used in everyday life to aid in positioning and navigation,...
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Despeckle Filtering Algorithims and Software for Ultrasound ImagingMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008

	It is well-known that speckle is a multiplicative noise that degrades image quality and the visual evaluation in ultrasound imaging. This necessitates the need for robust despeckling techniques for both routine clinical practice and teleconsultation. The goal for this book is to introduce the theoretical background (equations), the...
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Grey Information: Theory and Practical Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2005
This book is a crystallization of the authors' work over the last twenty-five years. The book covers the latest advances in grey information and systems research, providing a state-of-the-art overview of this important field. Covering the theoretical foundation, fundamental methods and main topics in grey information and systems research, this book...
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Stochastic Flows and Jump-Diffusions (Probability Theory and Stochastic Modelling, 92)Springer, 2019

	
		This monograph presents a modern treatment of (1) stochastic differential equations and (2) diffusion and jump-diffusion processes. The simultaneous treatment of diffusion processes and jump processes in this book is unique: Each chapter starts from continuous processes and then proceeds to processes with jumps.
	


	
		In...
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Assessing Food Safety of Polymer PackagingSmithers Rapra Technology, 2006

	Many foods depend on additives for safety, stability or preservation. Foods are packaged to protect them and keep them in good condition while they are delivered to shops, stacked on shelves or stored at home. The packaging material has to both preserve the food and to protect it from deterioration, outside contamination or damage during...
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